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How Are You?

As the approach to the script and the themes evoked in this piece are still in the process 
of solidification, I have compiled a list of responses of my own to the original thirty-minute script. 
These are observations of the way I can go about visually representing themes, motives, 
relations, dynamics, and differences between characters, particularly focusing on the 
protagonist and his relationship with himself and others. These initial responses are also based 
on the flow of the story and the way scenes are said to be depicted. I intend to explore these 
ideas further, and as the final script arrives, I hope to narrow down the concepts that I want to 
stick with.

ORIGINAL SCRIPT RESPONSE

- With a minimal set and variety of locations, a hyperrealistic representation of light will help to 
define time and space for audience members

- Shafts of light incorporated? Ethereal, cloudy, dreamlike?
- As each scene is played with its distinct style and setting, it is crucial to not only show the 

clear differences between them, but to keep the flow of the narrative cohesive enough for an 
audience to follow

- Is John in a different light than everyone else? Who is the ‘other’ and how do we see them 
differently than John?

- There is emphasis on the fact that we are seeing the past but experiencing it in the present
- How can lighting make connections/show parallelisms between characters?
- What does it look like to look into yourself, and how can that be represented through light?
- What are we giving the audience as an art piece and as a communicative device?

Below are images of lighting designers’ choices of color and their reasoning behind doing so. I 
hope to answer many of the above questions through color in my design.


